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Introduction: Cloud Computing in Automotive Domain

▪ Automotive industry has multiple divisions, subsidiaries, and product lines across countries. Also auto OEMs are 

increasingly establishing alliance due to the ACES trend and joint-go-to-market. Due to this, auto OEMs often run into 

deep silos, enabling BU owners to take decision for software implementation decisions. So, we have observed 

presence of different cloud vendors in pockets. To gain more visibility and close collaboration, auto OEMs are now 

trying to centralize their operations. ACES trends and digital services are also accelerating cloud adoption for the 

OEMs. 

▪ Cloud has come a long way from IaaS offerings to SaaS mindset. Though some auto OEMs are using cloud computing 

for infrastructure purposes, most of the OEMs are leveraging cloud for connected operations, digital services offering, 

and ACES purposes. As hyperscalers are also providing IoT platforms, so cloud computing is used along IoT tenets.

▪ In our research of auto OEMs’ cloud computing adoption, we have not included ICT solutions, cloud database and 

cloud-enabled enterprise application implementations. Our focus is on industrial side of automotive applications and 

new-age mobility applications. 
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Major Auto OEM Cloud Vendors Description

Toyota
AWS: Cloud-connected vehicles, ACES, mobility services ; 
Azure: Cloud computing platform for Toyota Connected, drive R&D

Volkswagen
AWS: Industrial cloud platform; Azure: Automotive cloud for connected vehicle services
IBM cloud: Digital mobility services

Tesla AWS: Overall enterprise operations

GM
Google Cloud: Simulations in autonomous driving (Cruise Automation); **GM also has created a private internal cloud  
nicknamed Galileo to improve its business and IT operations

Ford
AWS: Connected-vehicle services; Azure: Updating of in-car infotainment systems; Alibaba Cloud: Connected car services in 
China; IBM Cloud: The Smart Mobility Experimentation Platform (pilot program) 

Mazda
AWS: Business to customer solutions (vehicle data management primarily image processing)
Azure: Using Azure StorSimple solution

Hyundai AWS: Expand connected car platform across different countries.

Honda
IBM Cloud: Customer connection and services (Honda Cars India); Data insights (Honda R&D); AWS: Engineering, innovation;
Azure: Connected car (in collaboration with Bright Box using Bright Box platform and Microsoft Azure cloud)

Nissan
Oracle Cloud: Digital product design to improve the fuel efficiency, reliability and safety of its cars
Azure: Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi Alliance is using for connected-car services

BMW
Azure: Intelligent voice control, driver experience; AWS: Connected-car application; 
IBM Cloud: Cloud-connected CarData network

Daimler
Azure: Innovation, enterprise operations; IBM Cloud: After-sales operations
Oracle Cloud: Sales management

Suzuki
AWS: Virtual showroom (Suzuki India)
IBM Cloud: Connect Car (Maruti Suzuki India) 

Tata Motors
AWS: Customer portals, telematics systems, parts planning system; Azure: Connected and personalized driving experiences; 
Google Cloud: Supplier reporting management system (used by JLR)

Renault
Google Cloud: Industry 4.0 transformation
Azure: Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi Alliance is using for connected-car services

Source: EIIRTrend, Web 
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Nuances of Automotive Cloud Implementation

▪ Multivendor approach: Auto OEMs are taking multi cloud vendor approach for their entire business landscape. The decision is taken based on 

existing software landscape (integration point of view), scope of rollout (country/region supported by the cloud vendor), target applications 

(connected car,  autonomous driving, business intelligence) etc.

▪ Connected car application is  becoming widespread: Digital mobility services related to connected-car services are becoming popular and 

majority of the OEMs are perusing this opportunity.

▪ Disconnect between HQ and country-specific decisions: Though some of the auto OEMs such as Volkswagen are trying to centralize the 

cloud environments across locations, in many cases region/country units of the auto OEMs are using certain cloud vendors that are not 

leveraged by the HQ or same business units in other locations.

▪ Targeting specific applications: Auto OEMs are looking for specific applications such as infotainment solution, high performance computing, 

map services etc. Engineering and innovations are also now closely tied with cloud computing. For example, Nissan plans to migrate 

computational fluid dynamics, structural mechanics simulation, and 3D visualization to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure to bring new cars to market 

faster.

▪ Business intelligence lever: Auto OEMs are particularly looking for AI/ML and other data interpretation capability to drive manufacturing 

efficiency, quality, and supply chain insights among others. For example, Renault is looking forward to leverage Google Cloud's solutions and 

experience in smart analytics, machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI). 

▪ Geography specific cloud vendor: Auto OEMs select local cloud vendors particularly for China. For example, Ford leveraged Alibaba cloud 

for local market insights and reliable technology as it supports our “In China, For China” strategy

▪ Voice based applications: Intelligent voice control and virtual personal assistant are becoming a crucial part of customer experience. For 

example, BMW and Microsoft are developing a joint platform for intelligent, multimodal voice interaction.

▪ Automotive industry-specific initiatives: Cloud vendors are also developing automotive industry-specific applications including building the 

ecosystem. For example, Microsoft Connected Vehicle Platform developed a robust ecosystem.

https://www.oracle.com/news/announcement/nissan-moves-to-oracle-cloud-infrastructure-081120.html#:~:text=Oracle%20announced%20today%20that%20Nissan,and%20safety%20of%20its%20cars.
https://auto.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/passenger-vehicle/cars/renault-joins-hands-with-google-cloud-for-industry-4-0-transformation/76884739
https://www.alibabacloud.com/customers/ford
https://www.bmwgroup.com/en/company/bmw-group-news/artikel/bmw-und-microsoft.html#:~:text=The%20BMW%20Group%20ushered%20in,enhancing%20the%20personal%20assistant's%20capabilities.
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/microsoft-connected-vehicle-platform-trends-and-investment-areas/
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What is it for the Auto OEMs

▪ Flexibility and scalability: Auto OEMs are focusing on flexibility and scalability through its cloud computing, enabling a best of breed solutions adoption from 

the cloud vendors based on the technology landscape. This is also fueling multi cloud vendor strategy by the OEMs.

▪ Connected end-to-end value chain: As IoT is enabling Connected product, Connected processes, and Connected operations among others, OEMs are 

leveraging ISA-95 principle for PLM-MES-ERP integration, developing an unified enterprise platform for better collaboration and decision making

▪ Governance: Auto OEMs are focusing on rapid solutions development bypassing the organizational hierarchy. For example, Toyota collaborated with Microsoft 

to create a new division (JV) that will use data from the cloud to make cars more intelligent.

▪ Operational efficiency: Auto OEMs are looking for operational efficiency through Industry 4.0 tenets. COVID-19 is also accelerating factory automation. 

▪ Customer experience: One of the major focus areas of the auto OEMs is customer experience that is enabled by emerging technologies, design principles, 

and process management among others. For example, Volkswagen created new Holistic User Experience (HUX) division to focus on user friendly interfaces of 

products and services

▪ Digital services: With the advent of IoT, OEMs have the opportunity to sell digital services (infotainment, vehicle diagnostics etc.) to different stakeholders and 

ecosystem players. As the car is becoming more complex, OEMs also plan to increase market share in after sales services (primarily competing against the 

unorganized players), a similar situation to Aerospace OEM’s recent focus on MRO space. 

▪ Agile journey: As the vehicle development time has reduced and the complexity has increased significantly, auto OEMs are following agile methodology for 

vehicle development. Cloud DevOps services is critical to support the agile way of development.

▪ Ecosystem development: Some of the auto OEMs are developing a broader ecosystem to fuel open innovation. For example, Microsoft and BMW have 

launched the Open Manufacturing Platform. Volkswagen follows App store approach through its industrial cloud platform.

▪ High-end innovation projects: Auto OEMs are also investing on futuristic projects and working together with the ISVs on these. For example, Ford and 

Microsoft explore quantum computing to reduce traffic congestion.

▪ Brand positioning: As cars are becoming more software-centric, auto OEMs are trying to become technology company, increasing the overall valuation in the 

financial market too. So, technology modernization and partnership with leading ISVs is be a step towards this direction.

https://in.pcmag.com/cars/102112/toyota-microsoft-launch-connected-cars-joint-venture
https://www.volkswagen-newsroom.com/en/press-releases/intensified-customer-experience-volkswagen-creates-new-holistic-user-experience-hux-division-450
https://www.autonomousvehicletech.com/articles/2204-ford-and-microsoft-explore-quantum-computing-to-reduce-traffic-congestion
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What is it for the Cloud Vendors

▪ Advanced AI & data interpretation capability: Typically, auto OEMs lack the software capability. So, they are looking for advanced AI & data 

interpretation solutions from the cloud vendors. For example high performance computing is becoming critical for their R&D initiatives. They 

seemed quite satisfied with the out of the box cognitive capabilities of Azure, Amazon Sumerian and SageMaker services, and capabilities of 

Google AI Suite.

▪ Edge computing: Due to proliferation of data and the need for quick decision making, edge computing is becoming quite relevant across use-

cases for auto OEMs. So cloud vendors’ support for edge services is significant for the OEMs.

▪ Cybersecurity: Cybersecurity is critical for the auto OEMs and the recent cyber-attack in Honda has shown the importance of cybersecurity. We 

have  observed that even some of the auto OEMs are still using on premise data centers for their factory operations instead of pushing all the 

data to the cloud.

▪ Pre-configured packaged solution: Though the IoT platforms of the hyperscalers provide horizontal solutions like digital/connected factory, 

industry-specific solutions are missing. Cloud vendors need more robust industrial partner ecosystem to go forward in this direction.

▪ Integration: Auto OEMs are facing difficulties with enterprise integration with the cloud platform. For example, discussion with some of the auto 

OEM executives we got the feedback that Azure IoT platform is somewhat tied to Microsoft and its partner ecosystem

▪ Availability: Auto executives mentioned that they face difficulties due to limited services availability across geographies. For example, they

previously faced problems due to unavailability of Azure Data Factory across geographies

▪ Documentation: Auto OEMs expect the documentation and tutorials to be more robust (in terms of format, tutorial quality etc.) for better 

understanding of the technical references.

▪ Visualization services: Managements of auto OEMs have mentioned the importance of interactive visualization tools and dashboards. They 

have appreciated PowerBI for its easy integration and data insights representation

▪ Pricing: Though auto OEMs gained cost advantages from cloud implementations, they faced pricing difficulties from some of the aspects such 

as technical support, backend database services. For example, some of the users found Cosmos DB a bit expensive 
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How Service Providers Can Prepare Themselves

▪ Technologies to watch for: Blend other technologies like IoT, AI/ML, cybersecurity, connectivity, 5G etc. for robust and meaningful cloud 

applications services

▪ Critical partners: Hyperscalers as they provide the complete ecosystem (their partnership with OEMs and industrial companies are critical 

enablers along with industry-specific solutions)

▪ Major demand for: Cloud enabled mobility services, Innovation & engineering, End-to-end lifecycle management (operations, sales etc.)

▪ Possible competitors other than SIs: Emerging and evolving partnerships, consortiums (for example, OEM-OEM partnership, OEM-ISV 

partnership,  OEM-ISV-SI partnership)

▪ New competitor in the block: Hyperscalers as they are involved in large implementations and launching own advisory services. For 

example, Daimler worked with Microsoft Consulting Services to create its own custom development environment called Daimler DevCloud

▪ Is it public or private cloud: Possibly hybrid from an overall enterprise cloud perspective

▪ Advisory services: It’s not always lift and shift approach, focus on replatform and refactoring. So focus is on cloud advisory services –

readiness check, risk analysis, target state recommendation, reference architecture, business case development etc.

▪ B2B Applications: Position as an “Business Intelligence Provider” not as an IT shop - Do not just focus on integration, migration, and other IT 

services, look out for actionable business intelligence enabled by cloud computing.  

▪ B2C Applications: Focus on CX (richness of design, interactive visualization, limited clicks) for customer centric applications 

like online sales, virtual stores. Applications of advanced visualization (AR/VR) and voice methods (virtual personal assistant) are on rise

https://customers.microsoft.com/it-it/story/daimler-manufacturing-azuredevtest
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